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This paper proposes a schema that will provide the
analytical clarity needed for generating insights into pedagogical
issues and, consequently, for developing curriculum efficiently. The
schema has four terms: learning assumption, instructional hypothesis,
teaching technique, and teacher performance. A learning assumption
postulates that an interpretation on the part of the learner will
generate learning of some kind. An instructional hypothesis predicts
the condition under which the learner's (appropriate) interpretation
is likely to be secured. A teaching technique determines and projects
the condition-corresponding behavior on the part of the teacher that
is likely to trigger the intended interpretation on tbe part of the
learner. A teacher's performance actualizes the technique and makes
it believable, as an actor makes a role believable. The author
discusses the details of the schema and provides examples of
interrelationships of the four elements. (Author/VV)



CLARIFICATION: THE TERMS OF A SCHEMA FOR INSIGHTS
h X1.44 op-t-

It took quite a while for practitioners of TESL to detach themselves from absolute
faith in pattern practice. The growing concern with
succeeded in breaking with the faith when Clifford Prator saw pattern practice as
manipulation, pointing out at the same time that all that practice was not altogether
appropriate practice for a terminal objective of language, communication (Prator
1965). Prator's insight was based on implicitly,seeing two levels of the pedagogical
schema: manipulation as a term In a learning assumption and pattern practice as a
term in an instructional hypothesis. Insights like his are more easily come by when
a proper schema is explicitly available. It is the purpose of this section to propose a
schema that will provide the analytical clarity needed for generating insights into
pedagogical issues and, consequently, for efficiently developing curriculum, any
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curriculum--and provide, as well, the terms and framework for discussing a few
of the assumptions for instruction in the primary grades of Navajo schools.

The schema has four terms: learning assumption, instructional hypothesis, teaching
technique, and teacher performance. A learning assumption postulates that an
interpretation on the part of the learner will generate learning of some kind. An
instructional hypothesis predicts the condition under which the learner's
(appropriate) interpretation is likely to be secured. A teaching technique determines
and projects the condition-corresponding behavior on the part of the teacher that is
likely to trigger the intended interpretation on the 'part of the learner. A teacher's
performance actualizes the technique and makes it believable, like an actor makes a
role believable.

There are two' theses to the schema. First, that it is the teacher's creative act in
making the performance of the technique believable that triggers the intended
interpretation, and the interpretation--itself a kind of learning--generates the
learning promised by the assumption. Second, that each level of the schema (i.e.,
each term) is a system: a system of assumptions, a system of hypotheses, a system
of techniques, and, even, a "system" of performance. 4

The caveat from the preceding section bears repeating. The chain of events from the
teacher's creative act to the learning promised by the assumption is as strong as the
weakest link in the derivations from term to term in the schema. A derivation, say
of an instructional hypothesis from a learning assumption, is not an exercise in
logic, where one instructional hypothesis is the only necessary derivation from a
particular learning assumption. Rather, derivation is the bold act of an intuition, a
decision based on insufficient evidence.

- . . -.

Learning Assumptions vs. instructional hypotheses.

The corifusiqn of learning assUmptioni with teaehing -hypotheses is apparently quite
cCorrimori -in education,- taking' the form_ of'doctrinaire instructional hypotheses.- This
happens=-because. it-- is-:-apparently.:presuriliA: ,that the derivatloi bf inStructional
hypotheses ,frorri learriirig;assurriPtiani is an exerdise in. logic, whereo:one- iristructional

ypothesis' is ,the-lonly-,logical,4eriya ion ;from iiparticular :-assuMPtion. his is well
exqmplifi6d- in statements that inform bothasiUmption and hypothesis as: one and
the same Cla,m. or example it is alairned that., learningAncreaseslwith-theincrease
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learning increases with the increase of individual attention. The hypothesis: this
increase in individual attention is effected through smaller classes, smaller groupswithin a class, or a tutorial situation. The doctrine: only this hypothesis will bring
about the increased leaming promised in the assumption.

One source of the confusion between learning assumptions and instructional
hypotheses is the failure to take note.that while a learning assumption is, as a rule,held true for an individual, an instructional hypothesis, in the social context of
today's education, is predicted to hold true for a classroom full of pupils. So,
learning Increases with increase of individual attention--for the individual so
attended, according to the instructional hypothesis that opts for, say, small groups
in a class, in which individual attention is expressed as something physical or
geographical. Thus, in a classroom full of pupils where a teacher has subdivided his
class into five smaller groups, group A is getting me.e of the teacher's attention at
any given time. Presumably, group A is increasing its learning. However, groups B,C, D, and E are meanwhile not getting the teacher's attention as implied by the
hypothesis. Presumably, these groups do not profit increased learning. Indeed, these
four groups profit less learning than if the teacher attended to the class as a whole,
distributing what little of his attention is available to each in such a_large class-5
An important question is raised. Is the increased learning in group A alone greater
or less than the increased learning for the whole class if attended to as a whole?The point here is the question, not the possible answer to the question. Thequestion suggests that the proposed instructional hypothesis, teacher-pupil ratio,might not be adequately expressing the assemption of increased learning from
increased individual attention. It implies that there might be another instructional
hypothesis which would be adequate.

If individual attention is not to be expressed as something physical or geographical,
in the sPecific forin of teaaher-pelpil ratio,how else_ Might individual attention be'_

expressed? :Note, first, _that-- attention 'implies -attention -felt bY_ the stpdeiiis (since
ineffective attention would- Prorriiie ; rio increase in learning). Note second, that

4

individualized attention iniplies:attention felt :by-each'enik,every student asiapplying
to hiniself. Given 'these two obserVations, indiVidual ',attention 'might simply Mean _

,that eichzenel -eVery child in the class believeS-that he hes a-Isecure' place -in- the--
-Mind (and heart?) of thk;teacher:k: Secure.- - a i-gnararitee---that:, ribthin6;-E tit&

_ will threaten- that -security,J-riotifailiirel to- iiiaeseci; eiot failure to _brehave;--not failtire _

to ceinform," nothing. Such, a feeling ofseurity does not occasion remarks
teacher 'dopsn!t,likeT-t

eir-the;corripultiye':TeacherPlikestCe-CalU'on,ine-_-_irst rireciate thi !,-0'al len oVtliese--J tern* s onsiderinert t. evenejiterie::b



best intentioned teachers fall into patterns of calling on mostly one category of
pupils in the class. For example: mostly the brightest pupils or mostly the slowest
ones because the teacher likes to provide challenge; mostly the best behaved ones or
mostly the most troublesome because the teacher means to keep control; mostly the
well-adjusted or mostly the maladjusted because the teacher wishes to be a parent.
The challenge: "Call on me to participate on the same chance that anyone and
everyone of my classmates has. Do not select among us, not even me, on the basis
of any criterion whatsoever. Don't make me dependent on any criterion for a place
in your mind and heart. Such dependency makes me insecure, distracting me from
the objective of the lesson, from learning, and eventually from caring about
learning--caring, and attending, only to the criterion you have set up."

To meet such a challenge, I have provided the curriulum with an instructional
hypothesis: randomization of pupil participation assures individual attention for all
members of the class. Randomization of pupil participation means that every child
in the class has equal chances of participation, equal to every other child, virtually
all the time. 6 It means, further, that every child in the class believes he has an equal
chance of participation because he recognizes randomization for what it is, a game
of chance. If the hypothesis is found to_ hold true, then, on _the basis of the
learning assumption that increased individual attention brings about increased
learning, it may be inferred that to the degree that the pupils feel assured of
individual attention, they will profit increased learning. The difference between this
instructional hypothesis and that of teacher-pupil ratio is the degree to which they
can assure individual attention to each and every child in the class. Whatever the
difference and whichever assures greater individual attention, it has been
demonstrated that more than one instructional hypothesis can be derived from one
and the same learning assumption.

Instruct-A-ma/ hypotheses vs. teaching techniques.
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However; neither the teacher-pupil ratio nor -the -randomization hYpothesis ia a
hypothesis -in the_sense of testable; at least not hy -Current eXPeriMental_ methods, in _

pedagogy. _BatK of them_ need to _ be- behavioral lys._clefined; ^rid_ both of- them ,shou Id
be placed _in very: speaific contextS, also behaViorally.:defined. If theY are to', be
ccrnpared,__z their :contexts _should be "identical,: or near identioal,:,dePeriding an the
rigor , requ red. 4--

e-T-behaviorali.-foritf- a -an, instructionalfilypothesis,. is, a.teaching feehriii0e: -an A
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eatin10' eeifierSeadhin .-isitUation i stseff inelildee-- other
eaChing.Tteohnique
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An experiment attempts to determine the effect of the teaching technique in the
teaching situation. Confusion arises when the experiement is believed to have
determined the effect of the instructional hypothesis rather than of the teaching
technique. This is generally due to the behavioral orientation of interpreters of
experiments: disinclined as they are to recognize a more general, nonbehavioral, yet
insightful instructional hypothesis underlying the more specific, behavioral, also
insightful teaching technique, ;they make the teaching technique the underlying
principle itself. This confusion of technique for the more general hypothesis reveals
itself among some educators in their obsession with particular media--either for or
against them--for example, color coding, workbooks, primers.

The confusion of teaching technique for instructional hypothesis is sometimes
traceable to the presupposition that there is only one technique for an instructional
hypothesis. But this is just not the case. For example: one technique for effecting
the instructional hypothesis of rar,lomization is to have the teacher select students
for participation by picking out a card from a deck of cards (like an honest card
dealer would), each card with a pupil's name on it; another would be to pull out a
slip of paper from a paper sack full of slips of papers with the pupils names on
them; still another would be for a blindfolded student in the middle of a circle of
his peers to turn several times with one hand outstrectched, stopping to point,
unpredictably, to one of them; and why not a crap game between each pupil of a
pair, the winner of each pair playing against another winner, and so on until only
one winner remains. All of these:techniques but the last one have the advantage of
brevity, leaving enough time in the period for the objective to be learned. The last
one, however, will take most of.the class period., leaving very little time for learning.
Should the last technique be the one used in a pedagogical experiment, the effect of
randomization on learning would be miniMal that is, nonsignificant. Should such an
experiment be, interpreted as a dernonstration of the ineffectiveness of the
instructional hYpothesis? Or of the teaching technique?

6

.
On- the-, other hand, is _ technique that --js' deth-Onstrably -effedtiVe in an -ekPeriment
elicits 'a- degree-of Confidence in the ithdirlvirig instrudficiri61 hypotheSis7-,=but, not to
the --exclusion -of other ;representative __techniques _that -May: -also-- be --derhonstrably_ _ _ _
effective,,, The iexcluqidn of,other-,-,teahnicjues-.6s' repreientative_ of one end -the.- same

When-lOne teehnip:Pe has already been:demonstrated effedtiye
prbbably' arisei, Whin the fexperiment': is believed to- be ,befiOl'aliziW_ -to- other
contexts: that is, the saine_Itechnique/that- proved rhorez-:effeative-
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context is applicable, unchanged, to another context. The same technique may prove
effective in the next context, butl then again it may not. Stated this way,
hypothetically, the non-generalizability of a technique elicits academic agreement to
the thesis. For example, the demonstrable effectiveness of the technique of written
texts for the instructional hypothesis of programmed instruction among able readers
does not turn out as effective a technique among weak readers, for example,
beginning ESL learners in highschool classes where number systems are taught
through programmed texts in English.

The tasks of formulation and reformulation.

One can begin to appreciate the tasks of formulating and reformulating teaching
techniques, instructional hypotheses, and learning assumptions by realizing the
implications of the thesis that there is more than one possible derivation from term to
term in the ,xhema. This is the thesis that has been argued so far in this paper. An
example of the implications of this thesis in the formulation of a teaching technique
from an instructional hypothesis is here presented to plant the seed of appreciation.

The example. The questions below are relevant to the formula ion of a technique (or
set of techniques--depending on one's unit of behavior) for the instructional
hypothesis recommending a smaller teacher-pupil ratio in a classroom, specifically,
smaller groups within a class.

7

Will the class be divided into two, three, four, five, o

(b) What criteria will be used to determine the groups

(c) Will the pupils be _informed of the criteria for the grouping? If so, how will
the criteria be presented?

kg, Which sugroup will -the- teacher attend tofirst .on -any: given- unit of time, say
during a -'day, whiCh -secOnci,t-, Which third '(-ete.)?, Will,,different :grouP's be
attended to first on different klays?if, so,- hoW will this be deterinined



(f) Will the groups not directly attended to by the teacher at any given time be
self-teaching? Or will busy work be allowed? How will self-teaching be
distinguished from busy work?

Still more questions c me to mind shOUld the division of tha class into small groups
be changeable:

(g) Will the different groups be formed daily, weekly, or monthly? Or will some
particular behavior, like a symptom, signal the need for a new division of the
class?

(h) Will the same criteria to determine the groups be used each time a new
division is formed? Or different criteria?

(i) Will the time taken to determine the groups at different times be significant
enough to affect, negatively, the promises of increased earning? If SO, how
can thIs be avoided?

(j) Will teaching change as different groups are determined according to different
criteria?

Appreciati n. of -the tasks of forrnUlating and reformulating th,e coMponents of each
level= (i.e., ..ezieki term)ofT the schema deePens.with a consideration-of:a- secOnd 'thesis of-
the scheme; that earch-,,level is a system7 ----- a system 'of techniques, a =system of
hypotheses, and a -syttem of assumptions: For example, take questions (e) and i(j)
above,- both _of which ask 'about_ teaching itself. If the teaching.-will differ fOr the
different- groups _or if = the teaching will _change_ _as, :the- 4-oupiich-aiade; howl will the
teaching change? An entire SPectru in 'of teaching -.techniques- beaoMes e_ kaleidoscope- of_ _

questiOns.T And the answers =.to-: these questiont,- a _SPecific Set-Of techniques, -cen make -_-
or hreak--,the preViouslyhdetermined -_ieehnique (WheteVer--- it for implernenting -,the_ - _

teacher-pupil ratio hypothesis Thus, -rthe -lorrriulahon of a technique requireA the
formtilition 'Of -Other _teChniqUes, related: to it,-that---is,:-the task is one_=of-forniulating'i

- system --=of: tiehniques.- belieVe-theil iC:'the-40eChing!'tichriiqUes-_are:`all:_-_of :e
system, the instrilaticihei:hiipotheieS= frbrif: Which are deriVed I are =qUite" likelY-tO:' be
all °fa System themselves --par, passu for-learning essurn ions.



On the level of instructional hypotheses, relatedness between hypotheses can also be
shown. Take the instructional hypothesis of randomization explained earlier. It gives
everyone in class an equal chance to participate, yet, those who feel ready as well as
those _who do not feel ready. When the latter are called to participate, an important
learning assumption is violated: a student must feel ready to participate if he is to
improve his learning, perhaps even, if he is to learn at all. What is needed, then, is an
instructional hypotheses derived from the learning assumption of felt readiness. So, I
have provided the curriculum with an instructional hypothesis that purports to reflect
that assumption: volunteering to participate. This hypothesis requires the teacher to
permit a student to refuse to participate when, as a result of randomization, he is
expected to participate. (It also requires the teacher to call on only those students
who are volunteering to participate in the situation where only the teacher's sense of
randomization is the means of selection--but this aspect of volunteering is not
relevant here.) On the other hand, volunteering without randomi;:ation would make
boldness a criterion for belonging, violating the learning assumption that learning comes
more readily when the student feels like an individual: that he belongs simply because
he is he.

The learning assumptions are systemic in that they form a hierarchy of categories.
First, there are those learning assumptions which postulate the interpretations that
make it possible for learning to take place: its initiation, its continuance, and its
termination. Learning might be said to be initiated by interpreting a phenomenon, say
something heard,as having a particular .feature for example, a car engine with a noise
pattern like that of a neighbor's. The learning might be said to be continued by
evaluating the feature as worthy of checking for example: if it is the neighbor's car,
he is home earlier than usual. The learning might be said to be terminated by checking
the hypothesis that it is the neighbor's car or by deciding not to check the hypothesis.
The latter decision leaves the individual with only an hypothesis, the former- with a
conclusion; in either case, learning ,has Occurred. _

Then there are those learning assumptions which pottulate the interpretations that make-it possible for, teaming of a certain kind to take -plebe.' For example,- what
interpretation might be, postulated I fel- produoi-learning::that it dapable of, _generating
more learning -:of the product :for example ,,for counting 1 =2 =etc?,, Postibly,
might be 'ateurned that interpretation of :the'fpirOdUCt -the-,eubject'tnetter,-,es having

-itructure;-- a principle, a generalization (and a pa icu ar one at that), - is the
-interpretation -ihat, ip':=Of_-genefating- mOre,learning of
the nTrinitineel' d

e-- - -dd (6r, even more generally, of additiOn) :;-_,Wou me e-7,:t 6,--student,caoable
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There is a relationship between the two kinds of learning assumptions above. Learning
assumptions that postulate interpretations which make it possible for learning to take
place are prerequisites to the learning assumptions that postulate interpretations which
make it possible for learning of a certain kind to take place. This seems like an
obvious relationship, and it is, but it is apprently not kept in mind by some practicing
educators when formulating (implicitly, probably) their instructional hypotheses (and
the condition-corresponding techniques). Take the professor who describes structure
XYZ of his subject matter in a lecture but fails to odint out that he Is describing
structure XYZ or at what point in his lecture he is describing it----to initiate learning.
Or take the professor who does point out structure XYZ but fails to justify, interest,
or motivate the students to consider structure XYZ as worthy of checking out--to
continue learnins Or the professor who does both of the preceding but fails to
provide an opportunity for checking out the accuracy of the students' understanding
of the structure, say by: providing examples which the students have to identify as
having or not having structure XYZ--to terminate learning. In any case, the
relationship suggests the systemic character of the learning assumptions.

10

The reformulation of the components on each level may start with the learning
assumptions. A new assumption may suggest itself, an established assumption may be
seen in a different light, a former and rejected assumption may now appear valid_
What follows is a reexamination of the system of instructional hypothesis, sometimes
resulting in a modification. This, in turn, prompts a reexamination of a specific
technique and the rest of the system of techniques, sometimes resulting in a new
design. Or the reformulation may start with an instructional hypothesis. A particular
hypothesis may be inaduate, failing to provide the stated interpretation. Or it may
be superfluous, another instructional hypothesis already supplying the stated
interpretation. Or one instructional hypothesis may be inconsistent with another, one
nullifying the effects of the other. What follows is a reexamination of the system of
assumptions end the system of thniques._ _

The motivation for reformulating techniques is ernOirieal, or should- be. -This is the'
level , of, the _schema -which_ is- testable. -As the techniques_ of a cuti-iculiim get tested
whether: rigorously; or,-;loosely, a pattern -for-modification may berevealed. The key to
discor:iering a patterriL and selectio4 Tthes=rnciitconlisini-ineWl-clesign"--' of techniques is
farniliarity With:i: the' system of iri*truatiohal:f hy'peitheies'= fibre wh (oh _System, :of

-,_reexamination---of the,:syStern`=To iristnictitina
teahniqtiei- s beeh; eilve a

aismg
possible t:modification ossi e- r niificetione ern '.:=4:4eerninW,



The seriousness of inconsistency is difficult to overesti ate. As inconsistency repeats
inconsistency in teaching, inconsistency begins to infect related areas like discipline,
affection, esteem...and eventually inconsistency repeats inconsistency on all levels of
communication between teacher and pupils...until finally mood and feeling alone
dominate. The effect on the pupils? A'-ixiety.

Or, worse, as inconsistency repeats inconsistency, the importance of the teaching act,
and its intended product -- learning, becomes suspect 'What does teacher really
want? Not learning Not all the time anyway. Sometimes_ teacher just wants me to
speak up loudly. Sometimes to make mistakes...wherl I get something right teacher
finds spine other mistake I've- made...I guess I'm stupid. Sorrietimes to behave...calling
on me when I'm not paying attention... what I say is not important so long as I start
paying attention again." Learning as the meaning of class activities loses importance
and other meanings for the school experiende gain importanee. Eventually,- the primacy
of learning loses its hold on the students and the primacy of_ conformity to teacher's_

wishes takes over. Only_ the teaeher's -personality can hold the class nOw, -_ancli if that
loses its attraction (as is ilikely with incOnsistent nersonalities), the pupils' -chances- of
maturing into self7learhers are those of a poker:addict playing against a crooked dealer.
But, unlike the poker addict who_ Can't ,quit,playing pOker,:-,the learning addict_(he -is
born_ an _ addict) may__ very -well -,decide to- quit: the Trgame :of learning Wharf:he realiies-_

the odds against inconsistent teachert; If- he is bleSsed -wisclOM-,-; appreciating -the=

high stakes inVolvedi he only quita ichool, pcit_learning._

On the other hand, . a consisten* credible -teacher, especially one so confident ,in his
techniqUes ,that he consistently ekpeots learnirig aS the'apriropriate -interpretation Of his
teaching, emphasizes the irnOdrtance--of
and; sinceritY.= There:is rid _better ,may__tO kp itadenis ;hooked on- learnimj.
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